
AUGUST ADVENTURES & SUMMER
PICNICS
WITH ANNA IZZO & JONI GERKEN

Combining a picnic with an outdoor activity can make a great day! Here are
some ideas for where to go and what to bring on your next adventure.
Read more on pgs. 12-15
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FOCUSED GROUP
TRAINING

Let's move!

5K-10K TRAINING
 

Aug 9 - Oct 4,
Tues 4:30-5:30 p.m.

MATTER OF BALANCE
 

August 5 - Sept 30,
Fri 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Focused Group Fitness Training is where progress is
made. Choose the program that fits your schedule and
goals.

For more info and to register, log into your member
portal, call the front desk at 518-523-8521, or email
medicalfitness@adirondackhealth.org.

WHERE PROGRESS IS MADE



SUMMER BUCKET
LIST

What do you want to do
before the end of summer?

Stop by the front desk this month and let our team know what you're hoping to do

before the end of summer! We'll be cheering you and your fellow members on in making

your last minute summer bucket list items happen! 

Get yours at the
front desk!



HOW GETTING MY DOG (WHO GOES ONE MILLION MILES
AN HOUR) HAS MADE ME SLOW DOWN

with Traci Wagner

I adopted Zelda for a few reasons, one

of them being her endurance

capabilities. Being someone who loves 

long days running or mountain biking,

I thought it would be great to have a

dog that pushes me to do more of it 



than I already do! But, to my surprise,

what she has actually done for me I

never would have anticipated. She has

made me slow down. With her in my

life I have learned that to reconnect I

really needed to disconnect first.

Don’t get me wrong, Zelda definitely

keeps me moving, but instead of

mindlessly moving for long miles like

before, she has me moving in ways

where I’m more present. I went from

having structured workout plans for

endurance races to bringing Zelda

home and now strictly basing my

activities around what she could do as

she grew from eight-weeks to one year

old. First, we started out with mountain

biking with her riding in a backpack as

I peddled both of us up and down the

trails. Instead of being focused on the

‘workout’- biking for improvement,

pushing myself, working hard, getting

that ‘training session in’ - I focused on

her. The first time we did this together I

stopped a little way down the trail, 

swung her in her pack around to my

front to see how she was and I’ll never

forget the look on her face: pure bliss,

she loved it! And from that moment

on, I suddenly was experiencing

mountain biking - something I have

done so many times before - in a whole

new way, in this shared state of pure

bliss. We biked like this until she was

too heavy for me to realistically and

safely bike with her on my back, and

then we switched to walking every day,

three times a day, because she couldn’t

run yet or put in long miles alongside

my bike all at once. 
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When it came to running, instead of

leaving her at home so I could go by

myself, I slowed down for her. Prior to

Zelda, I had another dog named 



Maggie. I would get my running and

biking in to get it over with before

walking her. I would push through the

motions in this state of mind that was

so far away from being present. I would

even listen to podcasts; trying to kill

two birds with one stone while walking

the dog after my run - feeling like I

should be learning something while

getting that ‘to do’ done for the day.

With Zelda there was something about

her that had me leaving the phone at

home and the podcasts behind. Instead

I found myself wanting to disconnect

from it all, and what a joy that was to

just walk and watch her interact with

the environment, watch her goofy little 

way of walking and running that

synchronizes with her little grunts, plus

the pure love and enjoyment she has

for her surroundings, the world

underneath her paws and the life she

was now living. Through her eyes I was

experiencing the world in ways I was

blindly blocking out before by being so

disconnected from it all. 

As Zelda got older we started to move

together even more. Ski season hit, and

unlike before where I rushed through a

ski to get a workout in and onto the

next thing, I was paying attention to

how the snow was falling, the way

Zelda’s goofy body slid down the trail

like an otter, and how she energetically

bounced in and out of the woods as we

traveled the trails. I now was listening,

not to music, but to the softness that is

winter: the sound of skis moving

through the snow, cool air moving in

and out my lungs, and wind moving

through snowy branches. Then spring

arrived and there we were back out on 
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the mountain bike again, only this

time, she was big enough to run on her

own four feet behind me. We were

moving faster together yet it still felt

like time was standing still as we

quickly covered long miles of winding

trail. I found myself mesmerized by the

sound of the bike, her breathing

behind me, the sound of her paws on

the dirt, the tires rolling over rock and

root. Getting lost in the way she was

taking in the world around her as if I

was feeling her uninhibited joy and

happiness bee-bopping from trail to

woods, bunny hopping straight up in

the air, ears following suit in synchrony

with the mere chirp of a chipmunk.

So how has a dog who’s bred to go a

thousand miles an hour actually

slowed me down? She has brought me

out of this fast-paced moving mind, to

a slower place of truly being connected

to the moments I am experiencing. Life

was flying by before Zelda – fast. And I

realize it was moving so much faster 

than it needed to because I wasn’t fully

present in my moments. Zelda brought

me back, back to a more slowed-down

mindset of simplicity. She disconnected

me from this fast-paced digital world,

or the feeling of always needing to be

doing more instead of just being

present in what I was doing. Zelda, in I

can’t think of any better words - got me

to see the importance of ‘stopping and

smelling the roses.’ Life doesn’t have to

be so fast passed. We are actually fully

responsible for making it that way.

Which means we are also fully

responsible for moving a little slower in

the world, slowing down and enjoying

all the little moments that were meant

to be seen.

__
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POOL SCHEDULE
UPDATES

August

Water Exercise
 

What's staying the same?
Water Exercise w/Justin 10-10:45 a.m. Tues/Thurs

 
What's adjusting?

Water Exercise w/Hope 10-10:45 a.m. Wed/Fri
 

Hope will be heading back to school very soon! Her last Water Exercise class
will be the morning of Wednesday August 3. Beginning August 5, Marietta

will be teaching the following schedule, and Hope's classes will discontinue:
 

August 5 Friday 10-10:45 
August 8 Monday 10-10:45 
August 12 Friday 10-10:45 

August 15 Monday 10-10:45 
August 19 Friday 10-10:45 

 
On August 22 Monday, Water Exercise with Colleen from 10-10:45 a.m. will

begin and remain on the schedule through the end of our summer
programming (end of September). Our fall schedule to begin October 1 will

include Water Exercise classes. Exact days and times TBD.
 

To register for Water Exercise:
call the front desk at 518-523-8521 or log into your member portal



NUTRITION DURING EXERCISE

with Joni Gerken

Pre-exercise nutrition is an important

factor in performance, but in some

cases it isn’t enough to get you 

through your whole activity or workout.

How much you need to eat or drink

during exercise depends on how hard 



you are exerting yourself and for how

long. 

In general, if your activity is for less

than an hour, you do not need to worry

about food. Even with a short exercise,

you want to make sure you stay

hydrated. Since you don’t need the

extra carbohydrates with a shorter

workout, water is the best choice of

fluid. Aim for 5 to 10oz of fluid for

every 20 minutes of exercise for all

durations of exercise. If you are

sweating heavily due to workout

intensity or a hot environment, focus

on 10oz of fluid each 20 minutes.

If your workout is longer than an hour,

you will benefit from getting some

carbohydrates for continued energy. If

you are exercising for 1-2 hours, aim for

30g of carbohydrates per hour after

the first hour. It is best if you can

spread that intake out by having a

small amount of carbohydrates every

15-20 minutes.

If your workout is longer than two

hours or you are maintaining a very

high intensity, you are going to want to

increase your carbohydrate intake to

60g per hour. You also want to start

your intake within the first hour of

exercise, so you don’t deplete your

bodies carbohydrate stores early on.

Again, it is best to get some

carbohydrates every 15-20 minutes.

It is an individual preference on what

foods are best during exercise. Though,

there are some factors you want to

focus on when you make your choice. 

 Best foods during exercise are high in

carbohydrates, may have a little

protein or amino acids, and are very 
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low in fat and fiber. A small amount of

protein or amino acids helps to slow

down the rate your body digests the

carbohydrates. This allows for

sustained energy versus a spike

followed by a crash. Too much protein,

as well as fat and fiber will slow down

digestion too much, causing

gastrointestinal upset. For the 30g goal

during a 1-2 hour workout, a sports

drink can give you enough

carbohydrates. If your workout is longer

or very high intensity you should add

additional carbohydrates. There are

many sports gels, bars, or gummies

that specifically fit this purpose. Many

athletes are now trialing more natural

foods too. There are some athletes that

actually swear by mashed potatoes for

their carbohydrate boost during

endurance activities. Ultimately, it

takes a bit of individual trial and error

to see what foods work best for your

body to give you sustained energy

without upsetting your stomach. 
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AUGUST
ADVENTURES

Summer isn't over yet

If you're worried summer is over now that August is here, it isn't! We still have at

least four weeks of beautiful Adirondack weather to take advantage of. Here is

some inspiration on how to get outside and enjoy it while you can! 

For the perfect picnic for each of the above August activities see page 13

Mountain Bike at the Craig Wood Golf Course Barkeater Trails

Sunrise or Sunset Hike up Haystack Mountain in Ray Brook

Paddle on Upper, Middle or Lower Saranac Lake

Head to the Barkeater Trails with

your mountain bike (and helmet!) to

explore 3+ miles of trails that are

both beginner and advanced rider

friendly! Park in the lot off of the

road to Craig Wood Golf Course.

Just under 7 miles round trip, at the

top of Haystack you'll find a

gorgeous view no matter the time of

day. The trailhead is off of Route 86

en route to Saranac Lake just before

the Ray Brook Golf Course.

Between Upper, Lower & Middle

Saranac Lakes, the options for

Adirondack paddling are endless.

Launch your kayak, canoe or

paddleboard at the Middle Saranac

Boat Launch on State Route 3.



SUMMER PICNICS
A picnic for your

adventures!

Combining a picnic with an outdoor activity can make a great day! Here are some

ideas for what to bring on your next adventure.  

Picnic on a Bike

You will want something that will fit in

a backpack or in a bike trunk.

Depending on where you are biking,

you might want something that can

withstand some jostling and still look

appetizing when it comes time to eat.  

Cranberry Walnut Chicken Salad Sandwich: 

Dice up some pre-roasted chicken breast. You can roast the chicken

yourself ahead of time or purchase a rotisserie chicken from the

supermarket. Mix chicken with mayonnaise, celery, dried cranberries,

and walnuts. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Spread a scoop of

the salad between two slices of hearty multigrain bread. To give it a

fresh crisp you can put a slice of romaine or other hearty lettuce that

won’t wilt in the sandwich. Pair with an apple or other piece of fresh

fruit.



You are going to want something that

fits in a backpack. After working up a

sweat on the trails, something fresh

could really hit the spot.

Picnic on a Hike

Caprese Sandwich: 

Slice a piece of baguette or savory focaccia. Toast it after slicing it, so it

holds up better over the hike and doesn’t get mushy. Brush bread with

some extra virgin olive oil and season with some salt and pepper. Between

the slices, stack sliced tomatoes, sliced fresh mozzarella, and a few sprigs

of fresh basil. Wrap this up tight in foil or plastic wrap so it holds shape.

Pair with your favorite chips for a picnic that can be eaten on any trail.

Picnic on a Paddle

With the ability to place a cooler or

thermos in the boat while you paddle,

this greatly expands picnic options. If

you really want to go all out, you could

even pack a portable grill.



* Always be conscious of food safety. If it is going to be more than 2 hours from

when you pack to when you eat, make sure you have appropriate equipment for

perishable food. If you don’t have a way to keep cold food less than 40°F and hot

food greater than 135°F, then choose foods for your picnic that are safe to keep at

any temperature.

Tuna Teriyaki Kebobs: 

Cut tuna steaks into 1 ½ -inch cubes. Cut a fresh red pepper and

sweet onion into chunks a little smaller than the tuna. Thread the tuna

and vegetables on skewers in a ratio to your preference. Put skewers in

a sealable container and poor marinade over them. Let marinate for at

least 30 minutes if you are grilling at home or you can just pack the

container with marinating skewers and take with you. Make sure to

keep uncooked skewers separate from any ready to eat foods to

prevent contamination from raw fish. Serve skewers on pita or naan

bread to avoid needing utensils on your picnic. 



The Original Lake Placid/North Elba Half Marathon & 10k

Saturday, October 8, 2022

Thank you to this year's Title Sponsors 

Turn in your registration receipt to
the front desk for a free t-shirt!

Don't want to train alone? Check out our Focused Group
Training Programs on pg. 2 happening this summer for

both the 10k & Half-Marathon. Don't go at it alone!



JULY HIKING SERIES
That's a wrap!

Way to go to our members who took part in our July Hiking Series! Keep

adventuring in the great outdoors, it's not just fun, it's GOOD for you!

 

Congratulations to Debby Brown for being the backpack winner!



MEMBER HIGHLIGHT
Charlie Cowan

Local member Charlie Cowan completed

the Lake Placid Ironman on July 24 for

the seventh time after 10 years of a

break from the triathlon racing scene.

During his time off he stayed active and

adventurous, winning the 90 miler

Adirondack Canoe Classic and the

Vermont 100 mile Ultra-Marathon. In

October of 2021 he decided he wanted

to redeem his second place finish in the 

 Kona, Hawaii Ironman from years ago

with a win, so he set out for Lake Placid

Ironman to qualify and he did just that.

His hard work payed off and Charlie

qualified for Ironman Kona this October

by winning his age group. He says the

biggest challenge for him going into the

race will be learning how to support his

body and prevent it from cramping, a

struggle triathletes know all too well. 

Charlie has always been a go-getter and

we are thrilled for him on this next

adventure! A reminder that you can do

anything you set your mind to. Way to go

Charlie!



STAFF HIGHLIGHT
Heidi Read

Heidi Read, ACSM certified Clinical Exercise

Physiologist and ACSM Certified Personal

Trainer, has been a part of the team at

Adirondack Health since 2019. Her

background is in cardiac rehabilitation and

corporate fitness. She concentrates on chronic

disease management, fitness evaluation, and

cardiovascular fitness. Her passion within

exercise science is the reward of seeing

patients progress.

Heidi earned her BS degree in Clinical

Exercise Science from Ithaca College. 

She competed in NCAA DIII cross country and track & field. She completed an

internship at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia in the exercise physiology lab,

conducting graded exercises tests for children with congenital heart conditions.

She earned her MS degree in Exercise Science from Syracuse University.

Heidi worked around Syracuse, NY in the corporate fitness setting as a personal

trainer and group fitness instructor. She enjoyed creating engaging workouts for

clients. She worked with them on stress management, ergonomics, and behavior

change. She now brings these considerations to her current role at Adirondack

Health.

Outside of work, Heidi is happy next to a campfire with an IPA. She loves to ski.

Some cool adventures she has done with friends and family are thru-hike the

Northville-Placid Trail, bike the whole Erie Canal, and run The Boston Marathon.



WHAT IS FIT FOR LIFE?

by Andrea Chamberlain & Anna Izzo

Fit for Life is a medically supervised

exercise program for improved quality

of life designed by Adirondack 

Health's exercise physiologists. The Fit

for Life staff provides safe exercise,

support and education to improve the 



personalizes learning based on a

person's specific needs.

What is a session like?

In every session, exercise is at the

center. They include aerobic exercises

such as riding a stationary bike,

walking on a treadmill or using an arm

bike. Stretching exercises and strength

training are used as well to increase

mobility and improve daily living

abilities.

From the very beginning, our Fit for Life

staff is in communication with the

individual's physician to provide the

best possible care. Periodic progress

reports are sent to the physician based

on changes in medical condition and

response to exercise.

In order to enter the Fit for Life

program, patients need a doctor's

referral and medical clearance to join.

Cost is kept as affordable as possible

for everyone, and a wellness stipend
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overall quality of life of our clients by

addressing a particular medical

condition.

We work with each individual to set

goals based on their fitness level,

lifestyle, medical needs and personal

desires. Fit for Life offers the option of

meeting two times per week for up to

an hour.

Each session begins with measuring

baseline vital signs. Vital signs include

blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen

levels and, if a person's condition

demands, blood glucose levels. An

exercise physiologist monitors these

vital signs during and at the end of

each exercise session.

Understanding the unique condition of

each individual provides the pathway

to making changes. Small changes

made consistently over time make a

large difference. Whether it's improving

strength, nutrition or mobility, our staff 
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High blood pressure

High cholesterol

Diabetes

Obesity, inactivity

Heart disease and minor

intervention recovery

Coronary artery disease

Congestive heart failure

Lung disease

may be issued to reimburse for the cost

of the program depending on the

patients insurance policy.

Medical conditions treated through Fit

for Life are:

To learn more about the Fit for Life

program, you can contact Andrea

Chamberlain -

achamberlain@adirondackhealth.org



Q: Can there be a chair exercise class

again?

A: You ask, we do our best to deliver!

Michelle will be starting Chair Yoga on

Mondays at 10 a.m. on September 5.

Register in your member portal!

Q: Will you ever be hosting a pilates group

fitness class?

A: Yes! But we are in waiting for an

instructor who is qualified to commit to it.

We are working behind the scenes to

continue the education of our staff, as well

as recruit highly qualified instructors to

bring you the classes you enjoy most.

TAKE A LOOK
From Our Members for Our

Members


